
Advantage Network 

UNLOCKING MORE VALUE FOR SHORT-TERM PRESCRIPTIONS 

Offering a way to fill 30-day acute prescriptions 

is a non-negotiable part of your overall 

pharmacy benefit design. We know keeping 

costs low is always on your mind. But we also 

know you want a robust plan with choice and 

access. Bottom line, if your pharmacy network 

remains under-managed, you will continue to 

leave money on the table. We can help. 

Express Scripts’ Advantage Network provides 
members access to thousands of in-network 
pharmacies, and care while offering your plan 

significant pharmacy discounts — up to $3.66 

per member per year. 

FLEXIBLE DESIGN 

With the Advantage Network, you select which 

major retail chain anchors the network. We have a 

variety of options to choose from, with access to 

mass merchants, supermarkets and independent 

pharmacies as needed. We’ll work closely with you 

to determine the best pharmacy design to meet 

your members’ needs.  

Convenience is a key piece of the Advantage 

Network design. When your members are sick, they 

will have peace of mind knowing that they can get 

their prescription filled with ease. With Advantage 

Network, members have access to thousands of 
pharmacies nationwide.  

CREATING VALUE 

Express Scripts’ Advantage Network guides your members to fill prescriptions at in-network pharmacies 
and you benefit from deeper pharmacy discounts than any other 30-day network.  

For more information on the Advantage Network or other Network solutions, you 

can read more here or contact your Express Scripts Account Representative. 

https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/30-and-90-day-pharmacy-networks


HANDS ON MEMBER SUPPORT 

At our core, we’re about making sure people have access to affordable, high -quality care. Whether in person, 

over the phone or digitally, members get the help they need. 

Retail pharmacies can aid in 

prescription transfers, contact 

physicians if needed, and have  

in-person conversations when 

members have clinical questions. 

24/7 web and mobile tools help 

members manage prescription 

costs and locate participating 

pharmacies. 

The Express Scripts Contact 

Center and online chat feature 

allow members to ask 

pharmacists questions anytime, 

from anywhere. 

For more information on the Advantage Network or other Network solutions, you 

can read more here or contact your Express Scripts Account Representative. 

PERSONALIZED SOLUTIONS 

Both before and after the network goes live, Express Scripts will send communications 

to help members understand their benefits and make an active decision to switch to a 

lower-cost preferred pharmacy. We’ll even list members’ three closest in-network 

pharmacies.  

In addition to communications from Express Scripts, we will equip you with answers to 

frequently asked questions to help your benefits team have informed discussions with 

members who may have questions about the Advantage Network. 

https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/30-and-90-day-pharmacy-networks



